In this paper, we introduce and investigate the connected open monophonic sets and related parameters. For a connected graph G of order n, a subset S of vertices of G
INTRODUCTION
By a graph G = (V, E) we mean a finite, undirected connected graph without loops or multiple edges. The order and size of G are denoted by n and m, respectively. For basic graph theoretic terminology we refer to Harary [4] . The distance d(u,v) between two vertices u and v in a connected graph G is the length of a shortest u-v path in G. An u-v path of length d(u,v) is called an u-v geodesic. It is known that this distance is a metric on the vertex set V(G). The neighborhood of a vertex v is the set N(v) consisting of all vertices which are adjacent with v. The vertex v is an extreme vertex of G if the subgraph induced by its neighbors is complete. For a cutvertex v in a connected graph G and a component H of Gv, the subgraph H and the vertex v together with all edges joining v and V(H) is called a branch of G at v. A geodetic set of G is a set S  V(G) such that every vertex of G is contained in a geodesic joining some pair of vertices in S. The geodetic number g(G) of G is the cardinality of a minimum geodetic set. A vertex x is said to lie on a u-v geodesic P if x is a vertex of P and x is called an internal vertex of P if x  u, v.
A set S of vertices of a connected graph G is an open geodetic set of G if for each vertex v in G, either v is an extreme vertex of G and v  S, or v is an internal vertex of a x-y geodesic for some x, y  S. An open geodetic set of minimum cardinality is a minimum open geodetic set and this cardinality is the open geodetic number og(G). It is clear that every open geodetic set is a geodetic set so that g(G)  og(G). The geodetic number of a graph was introduced and studied in [1, 2] . The open geodetic number of a graph was introduced and studied in [3, 5, 7] in the name open geodomination in graphs. A chord of a path u 1 , u 2 , …,u n in G is an edge u i u j with j  i + 2. For two vertices u and v in a connected graph G, a u-v path is called a monophonic path if it contains no chords. A set S of vertices in a connected graph G is a monophonic set of G if every vertex of G is contained in a monophonic path joining some pair of vertices in S. The monophonic number m(G) of G is the cardinality of a minimum monophonic set. A set S of vertices in a connected graph G is an open monophonic set if for each vertex v in G, either v is an extreme vertex of G and v  S, or v is an internal vertex of a x-y monophonic path for some x, y  S. An open monophonic set of minimum cardinality is a minimum open monophonic set and this cardinality is the open monophonic number om(G) of G.
The following theorems are used in the sequal. Proof. Let v be a cutvertex of G and let S be a connected open monophonic set of G. Suppose that there exits a component, say G 1 of G -v such that G 1 contains no vertex of S. By Theorem 2.3, S contains all the extreme vertices of G and hence it follows that G 1 does not contain any extreme vertex of G. Let u be a vertex of G 1 . Since S is a connected open monophonic set of G, there exist vertices x, y  S such that u is an internal vertex of some x -y monophonic path P: u 0 , u 1 , u 2 , … , u, …, u l = y in G. Since v is a cutvertex of G, the x -u subpath of P and u -y subpath of P both contain v, and it follows that P is not a path, contrary to assumption. The following theorem characterizes graphs for which the connected open monophonic number is 2.
International 
CONNECTED OPEN MONOPHONIC NUMBER OF SOME STANDARD GRAPHS
It is proved in [8] that for the cycle G = C n (n  4), Now, we give below the connected open monophonic number of the cycle C n (n  4). Proof. We prove the theorem by considering three cases. 
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CONCLUSION
The connected open monophonic number introduced in this paper has applications in security based communication network in real life applications. Hence the study of this concept is highly useful to human society. 
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